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Magisterium - scholastic.com Which Element Would You Master at the Iron Trial? Find Out. What is your favorite color? question 1 of 7. Red. Blue. White. Green.
Black. Next. What is your favorite instrument? question 2 of 7. Guitar. Harp. Saxophone. Piano. Drums. Next. What is your favorite food? question 3 of 7. Barbecue.
Sushi. Popcorn. Granola. Candy. Next. The Iron Trial (Magisterium, #1) by Holly Black By reading The Iron Trial, the first book in the Magisterium series, I think I
have signed up for a. "As he bent closer, he realized they were words -- words his wife had carved into the cave ice with the last of her dying strength. The
Magisterium Series - Wikipedia The Magisterium Series is intended to be a 5-book children's fantasy. The series is co-authored by Holly Black and Cassandra
Clare.It is their first collaboration. The series was acquired by Scholastic in April 2012. The first book, The Iron Trial, was published in September 2014, and hit third
on the New York Times Middle Grade Bestseller List. The series is set in an underground school where.

The Iron Trial | The Magisterium Wiki | FANDOM powered by ... The Iron Trial is the first book of the Magisterium series co-written by Holly Black and Cassandra
Clare. It was published on September 9, 2014. Most people would do anything to pass the Iron Trial and get into the Magisterium. The Iron Trial - Wikipedia The
Iron Trial is a young adult novel of The Magisterium Series written by Holly Black and Cassandra Clare. The protagonist of the series is twelve-year-old Callum
(Call. The Iron Trial: Magisterium, Book 1 - Book Review Parents need to know that The Iron Trial is the first book in the Magisterium series by accomplished
fantasy writers Holly Black and Cassandra Clare (City of Bones). Both often write for a teen audience, but this series about a magic school is aimed at tweens.

The Iron Trial â€“ Cassandra Clare The Iron Trial is just the beginning, for the biggest test is still to comeâ€¦ From the remarkable imaginations of bestselling authors
Holly Black and Cassandra Clare comes a heart-stopping, mind-blowing, pulse-pounding plunge into the magical unknown. Magisterium Series by Holly Black The
Magisterium series is a five-book series of fantasy novels, one book for each year of Callâ€™s life between twelve and seventeen. The series is cowritten by Holly
Black and Cassandra Clare. Book 1. The Iron Trial. by Holly Black. 3.95 Â· 50667 Ratings Â· 5984 Reviews Â· published 2014. The Iron Trial - Plot Summary IMDb A clumsy boy, named Callum Hunt, who doesn't know much about his deceased mother or his strange father, gets invited to take a magical test, called the Iron
Trial. This may sound exciting, but Callum's father says that it is dangerous.

What happened in The Iron Trial? (Magisterium #1) This series takes place in a world where mages can draw on the elements (earth, fire, water, and air) as sources of
magic. Young potential mages travel to a school called The Magisterium to study magic, hone their powers, and prepare to fight the evil source of magic in their
worldâ€¦chaos magic.
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